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The Reduction of I2 by H2O2 in Aqueous Solution

JM Ball1 JB Hnatiw1 and HE Sims2

The reduction of iodine by hydrogen peroxide is an important process which leads to a lower
amount of molecular iodine in irradiated solutions of iodide as the pH is increased. There is
quite a large amount of information on the reaction now but no concensus in the literature on
the mechanisms for reaction and the generally accepted mechanism does not appear to be
correct. A number of studies of the kinetics of the reaction in the pH range 2-7 have been
carried out where the iodine reduction process exhibited a 1/[H ] dependence consistent with
the proposed mechanism which were attributed primarily to the reaction of H2O2 with IO".
Deviations were observed in the pH range 6-7 and were explained by incorporating the
reaction of I2OH" with H2O2- In some other experiments it was suggested that the failure to
maintain a 1/[H ] dependence at high pH was due to the iodine hydrolysis being rate
determining. Data from an experimental program performed at AECL described in this paper
confirms that the 1/[H ] dependence does not hold at high pH. These studies were carried out
as a function of acid, iodide, peroxide and buffer concentration for three buffers, barbital,
citrate and phosphate. This paper discusses two mechanisms which involve the formation of an
HOOI intermediate in the rate determining step and which adequately describe the
experimental data.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Radiolytic oxidation is one of the principal routes for the oxidation of aqueous Csl to I2 in the
event of release of fission products from fuel into coolant water as a result of a fault leading to
fuel failure in a nuclear reactor. The steady state concentration of I2 in irradiated Csl solution is
known to be very p H dependent[l] with the concentration of I2 decreasing with increasing
pH. This dependence may at least in part be attributed to the reduction of I2 by H 2 O 2 , which is
normally described by the following reactions:

H 2 O 2 + IO- -)> I- + O 2 + H 2 O (1)

where IO" is formed via the reactions:

H 2 O + I2 <-> I- + H O I + H + (2)

HOI + OH- <-» IO- + H 2 O (3)

These reactions were used to explain the observed inverse square dependence on [H+] of the
rate of formation of O 2 and the experimentally derived overall rate law[2]:

d [ O 2 ] _ k 1 K E 2 K E 3 [ H 2 O 2 ] [ I 2 ]

dt [H + ] 2 [ P ]

(In this paper equilibrium constants are denoted by KE e.g. KE2, and rate constants denoted by k

e.g. k2 is a forward rate constant. In the case of an equilibrium reaction k_2 is a reverse rate

constant.)

In Reference 2 it was also recognised that the following scheme :

H 2 O 2 ++ H O 2 - + H + (4)

or preferably
OH" + H 2 O 2 <-> H O 2 - + H 2 O (5)

HO 2 - + HOI - • H 2 O + O 2 + I- (6)

is kinetically identical to the first scheme if equilibria in reactions (2)-(5) are rapid compared
with reactions (1) and (6). The second scheme was dismissed by Liebhafsky[2] because HO 2 " is a

stronger base than IO" and so presumably would tend to deprotonate rather than react
according to Reaction 6. The first scheme has been generally accepted for the past 60 years. (In
practice since the rate constant for reaction 1 is 1.5 x 109 dm3 moh1 s"1, at least under
Liebhafsky's conditions, by substituting HO 2 " and H O I in expression (i) above, the adjusted rate
constant would have to be close to the difiusion limit). Several aspects of the reduction of I2 by
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H2O2 cast doubt on the generally accepted mechanism discussed in the next section. These and
the inability of chemical models such as INSPECT (IodiNe SPECiation and Transport) [3] to
simulate adequately the radiolysis of solutions of I" has led to an experimental investigation of
the kinetics of this reaction in neutral and alkaline solution which is summarised in this paper.

2. ALTERNATIVE MECHANISMS - HOOI AS AN INTERMEDIATE

Since the original work by Liebhasky there are several reports in the literature which have
implications for H2O2/l2 reactions. Cahill and Taube[4], using H2 O2, observed that all the
oxygen evolved in the H2O2/I2 reaction (and many similar ones involving H2O2 and other
oxidants) arises only from the H2O2- In the case of the reaction with chlorine, an intermediate
HOOC1 was postulated[5], and an intermediate, HOOI is a possibility in this case. There are
several possible reactions which could lead to its formation, for example as an intermediate in
reaction (6):

HO2- + HOI - • HOOI+ OH" (7)

Symons[6] preferred the following sequence of reactions to that in reactions (l)-(5) because it
involves a simple nucleophilic displacement reaction and does not require the complex series of
bond breaking and formation required by reaction (1).

HO2" + I2 <-> HOOI+ I~ (8)

which may be m o r e accurately represented:

H O 2 " + I2 <-> H O O I 2 ' (9)
followed by:

HOOI 2" <-> I" + HOOI (10)

In alkaline solution HOOI can decompose:

OH" + HOOI - • I" + H2O + O2 (11)

There are several other possible reactions leading to the formation of HOOI which are shown
below:

H2O2 + I2 HOOI + H + + I"

or

H2O2 + HOI <-» HOOI + H2O

(12)

(13)

or

H2O2 I2OH" HOOI H2O +1" (14)

followed by reaction 11
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Baxendale[7] also criticised the mechanism in reactions 1-3 on mechanistic grounds because of
the complex bond breaking and forming that it implied.

Weiss[8] has proposed a mechanism, based upon formation of the HO2 radical:

i2 <-> i+ + r (15)

HO2" + I+ -+ HO2 + I (16)

which was supported by Morgan[9], however there is no experimental evidence for radical
intermediates.

Ishigure et al[l 0] presented work at the first CSNI iodine workshop showing that the reaction
was catalysed by phosphate (it is also catalysed by b orate ref. 11 ). In the third workshop

Shiraishi[12] showed deviations from the —^-y relationship and attributed it to a reaction
[H ]

which he suggested was :

H2O2 + I2OH" <-> O2 + H3O+ + 21" (17)

Finally Kessi-Rabia[13] found deviations from the inverse square dependence and attributed
this to the iodine hydrolysis being rate determining.

I2 + OH" <-• I2OH" (18)

I2OH" <-> HOI + I~ (19)

The data by Palmer[14] for k19 also suggest this is a possibility but their proposed rate constants
do not adequately describe their own experimental T-jump data and Kustin[15] has
subsequently criticised their analysis preferring his earlier data.

Thus we have several reasons which caused us re-examine either the mechanism in reactions
(l)-(5) or the assumption of rapid equilibrium in the iodine hydrolysis.

3. EXPERIMENTAL

Iodine (99.999%), dihydrogen sodium phosphate (99.99%) andNaOH (99.99%) were
purchased from Aldrich, and used as purchased. Sodium iodide was dried at 100°C overnight
prior to use. sodium citrate (99.99%) was standardised by titration with NaOH. NaClO4

(99.99%) was standardised by passing a 2 mol dm' solution through an ion-exchange resin, and
titrating the resulting acid. H2O2 was purchased as a 30% solution from Mallinkrodt and
standardised by titration with K2MnO4 solution. Sodium barbital (97.5%) was purchased from
BDH and dried overnight prior to use. All reagents and reaction solutions were diluted in water
purified with a Milli-Q reagent grade water system.
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Kinetic studies were performed using a Hi-Tech Scientific SF-61MX stopped-flow multi
mixing unit and a Hi-Tech Scientific M300 monochromator spectrophotometer. Stock
solutions containing I2 and I" were prepared, and the desired concentration of the resulting I3~
solution obtained by dilution with water purged by argon. These solutions were mixed in the
stopped-flow apparatus with equal volumes of pH adjusted solutions containing H 2 O 2 and
buffer, adjusted to 0.2 mol dm ionic strength with NaClO4, and purged with argon. Solution
reservoirs, drive syringes and observation cells were temperature controlled to 25°C using a
circulating water bath. All solutions were temperature stabilised to 25±0.1°C prior to each test
run.

Reactant concentrations were chosen such that the reaction was pseudo first order in I2 (i.e. an
excess of H 2O 2 and I" were used). The decay of the absorbance of I3~ at 353 nm was then
monitored spectrophotometrically using a tungsten light source. At each pH, six to twelve
repetitive runs using the same solution and operating conditions were averaged and fitted with
an in-built fitting function to obtain a first order decay rate. The variance of each run with the
mean absorbance vs. time plot ranged from 0.0007 to 0.002 absorbance units for barbital and
phosphate buffers, and 0.001 to 0.0034 absorbance units for citrate buffer. A typical plot of I3~
vs. time is shown in Fig. 1.

4. THE APPLICATION OF STOPPED FLOW RESULTS TO DERIVED
RATE LAWS

In this work conditions were chosen such that [f^OJ, [I"] and [H+] remained almost constant

throughout the reaction so that the reaction of H2O2 with I2 or its hydrolysis products was

pseudo first order in [I2]. The concentration of I3~ was measured as a function of time, by

monitoring the absorbance at 350 nm, so the observed pseudo first order rate of disappearance

of I3" was given by:

where kobs is the observed first order rate constant. Since the formation of I3 reaction (20) is
undoubtedly rapid

I2 + I" <-> I3~ (20)

and since = K r a , then
P21P~]

— = KE2oU \ ~ - k obs
dt dt
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Because there are a number of species in equilibrium with I3 ' all of whose concentrations
change with time the rate of loss of I3" can be identified with the rate of production of O2 from
H2O2 by the following expression (assuming the concentration of IO" is low).

d , „ _ , _ K

dt dt dt

Letting f =

then

in the pseudo first order conditions then

d[o2] = L x
d t KE20[I ]

This can then be equated with for example equation (i)

d[O2]_k1K sKa[H2O1J[I2J_

This is only true when kobs[l3~] >> k12[I"] at high pH and low [I"] because of reaction 21:

I" + H2O2 <-> HOI + OH" (21)

At low pH and high [I"] the more accurate expression[ 12] can be derived:

dt

so that

f ^1} =U
J (k 2 1 [ I - ] -k r c d [ l3] ) [H 2 O 2 ] J

This is of the form
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r dx 1
J—— = -log(a + bx)
J a + bx b

letting [I3-] = [I3] - when t = 0

krcd kred

k n~i
where — is the steady state concentration of I3" at long times and k,.cd is the rate constant

kred
for the reduction reaction, which in this case kobs is given by rearranging:

= - l og ^ /[H2O2]t

kred

5. RESULTS

In Fig 2 is shown a graph of f x kobs x [H+] vs. —-— where kobs is the pseudo first order rate
[H ]

constant observed for the loss of I3" in 0.05 mol dm"3 phosphate, 10~3 mol dnr3 H2O2 and 5x

10"4 mol dm"3 I" from the experiments at AECL. According to Liebhafsky's mechanism this

should give a straight line through the origin. It can be seen that f x kobs does show the — —
[H ]

dependence at low pH (< 7) in similar conditions to those used by Liebhafsky but at higher pH

(> 7) the rate falls below that expected, and tends toward a —— dependence shown by the

intercept or reducing gradient at higher pH, but in this case the rate then increases again. An

alternative way to present the results is to plot — vs. [H+] which would be expected
f xkobs[H ]

to give a straight line. There are similar results for barbitol and citrate at a range of
concentrations of buffer, iodide and H2O2.

6. INTERPRETATION OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA

In this work two approaches were taken. Ball considered the reaction of I2OH with H2O2 and
Sims used the reaction of I2with HO2". Both appear to describe the results equally well and are
described below.
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6.1 H2O2 + I2OH

The reaction scheme below was used to model the data, which explicitly takes account of the
buffer catalysis.

I2 +

h +

I2OH" +

I2B" +

HOOI +

HOOI +

OH" <->

B " <r>

H2O2 <->

H2O2 <->

OH" -+

B" ->

I2OH"

• I2B-

I" +

I" +

I" +

I" +

HOOI +

HOOI +

H2O +

HB +

H2O

HB

O2

O2

(18)

(23)

(24)

(25)

(26)

(11)

Where HB and B" are the buffer species in their protonated and deprotonated states. Fitting of
these data to the experimental results leads to the rate law:

•k n K w ] [K 1 8 K 2 4 K w + K2 3k2 5Kb[BH]]

l

[H 2 O 2 ]

(knK, •Kao+Kop-]

with rate constants given in Table 1 below. A comparison of the experimental data and
calculation is shown in Fig. 3.

Table 1 Estimated rate-constants for the reduction of I2 by H2O2in aqueous solution
using the I2OH~ + H2O2 mechanism.

Buffer

K23

k24

k.24

k-25

k26
k27

Barbital

30
2.02x10*
1.3xlO7

0
0

3xlO9

4xlO5

Citrate

60
2.02x10*
1.3xlO7

2.5xlO3

lxlO7

3xlO9

0

Phosphate

1

2.02x10*
1.3xlO7

2x10*
lxlO7

3xlO9

8xlO2

6.2HO2 +l2 andHO2+HOI
Alternatively steady state analysis of the reaction between HO2 ' , I2 3und HOI in the following

reactions 8, 11 and 7:
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HO2" + I2 «•> HOOI + I" (8)

OH" + HOOI - • I" + H2O + O2 (11)

HO2 ' + HOI -> HOOI + OH" (7)

d[O2]^kn[H2O2][I2]KwKE 4

dt [H + ]

k8 +
k 7K E2

For both proposed mechanism kobs tends to a — — dependence and at intermediate pH when
[H ]]

k_g[H ][I ] <k 1 1 K w it tends to a dependence. In the second mechanism at high pH
[H ]

when HOI becomes important it can revert to a dependence. There is some indication
[H+f F

in Figures 2 and 4 that this is the case.The rate constants in this equation were fitted graphically
to the data using the Excel Solver routine with results shown in Table 2, and a typical fit is
shown in Fig. 3.

Table 2 Rate constants for reaction of I/j and HOI with HO2" as a function of buffer,
iodide and H2O2 concentration.

Phosphate
cone.

/mol dm"3

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.02

Citrate
cone.

/mol dm~3
0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.02

[H 2 O 2 ] /

mol dm"3

0.001

0.001

0.005

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.005

0.001

[I-]/mol

dm"3

0.0005

0.001

0.0005

0.00005

0.00025

0.0005

0.001

0.0005

0.0005

k 8 /

drrr'mol s"-*-

1.8xlO8

1.6xlO8

2.0xl08

6.1xlO7

l.OxlO7

1.5xlO7

1.3xlO7

2.8xlO6

3.7xlO6

k 7 /

dnx'mol s~*

1.8xlO9

6.8xlO8

6.7xlO8

8.4xlO8

6.4xlO8

6.7xlO8

l . lx lO 9

1.7xlO9

9.1xlO8

k- 8 /
drrr'mols"!

3.6xlO5

4.5xlO5

4.7xlO5

2.7xlO5

2.4xlO5

2.5xlO5

2.8xlO5

3.5xlO4

2xlO4

kn/

dmrmol s~*

2xlO9

2xlO9

2xlO9

2xlO9

2xlO9

2xlO9

2xlO9

2xlO9

2xlO9
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The results seem to be reasonably consistent with the data. The run with low phosphate
concentration has a markedly different rate constant as would be expected. The good agreement
for k7 is deceptive since this rate constant is not well defined by the data except for the case of

0.02 mol dm"3 phosphate. It should be noted that klt was fixed as only the ratio k_8/kn can be
obtained by this method.

From this we can see that k8 and k_8 or kj j are catalysed by phosphate but the mechanism is
unknown. It is also of interest to investigate when the various terms become important, for this
we consider the data for 0.05 mol dm'3 phosphate. Taking an average of the rate constants k8 =

1.8 xlOSdn^mol-1 s"1, k7 = 1.1 xlO9 dnPmol"1 s"1, k_8 = 4.3xlO5 dm^mol"1 s'1 andk u = 2x

109 dnAnol"1 s"1, the term in k7 becomes important when

_
K o — •

i.e. when

[H + ] [F ] = ? K E 2 = 2.7xlO-12mol2 dm'6 (taking KE4 = 4.6xlO"13 mol2dnr6) if I" = 10"4 mol
k8

dm"3 then the term becomes dominant at pH 7.6. Equally in the case of k^:

[H + ] [P ] = ^ ^ = 4x 10-1 Wol2 dm-6

kk-8

again if I" = 10"4 mol dm."3 then the term becomes dominant at pH 6.4. This means that at pH>
6.4 the inverse square dependence is lost in these conditions which are appropriate to
experiments at AEA. It can be seen that in Liebhafsky's work which was carried out at pH < 7
and [I"] > 10"3 mol dnr3, the rate constant he derived would be valid. There would be a much
greater effect in unbuffered solution where k_8 would be much lower.

6.3 Comparison with other work
At the lower pH in Liebhafsky's conditions we can express the equation in the form used in the
original experiments which allows a comparison to be made[2]:

d[O2] = k 7 k 8 [H 2 O 2 ] [ IQ- jK w K E 4

dt k_7KE 3KE 2

the equivalent rate constant for this reaction is then:
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k k K K.
- 8 n w £ 4 where KE3 =2.3 xlO'11. For 0.02 mol dm"3 phosphate (high pH) the value

for k1 is 7.6xlO8 dm3 moh1 s'1 and for 0.05 mol dm"3 phosphate 1.6xlO9 which is the same as
the value obtained by Liebhafsky but he used 0.2 mol dnr3 phosphate. For citrate (taking an
average for all the data) kj is 1.8xl08dm3 moh1 s"1 which is a factor of 2 higher than the second
value reported by Shiraishi[12], a result which gives confidence in these experimental results
and in the analysis. However no other work except that by Kessi-Rabia carried out experiments
in as high pH as was used here.

7. DISCUSSION

It is clear from the results that the reaction does not occur purely by reactions 1-3 and another
mechanism is required. In this work two different mechanisms are proposed which adequately
explain the data, both propose the formation of an intermediate HOOI. From the data it does
not appear to be possible to differentiate between them although more work with different
concentrations of I" could help. The work has also confirmed the catalysis by phosphate and also
by Barbital. The nature of the buffer catalysis is not fully understood but it is important in
several related reactions although the mechanisms have not been fully evaluated:

• Disproportionation of HOI [16]
• Reaction of I" with IO3"[17]
• Hydrolysis of C12[18]
• Reaction of I2with acetone [19]
• Reaction of H2O2 with sulphite[20]

Edwards[21] has demonstrated the formation of a complex of borate with H2O2 in concentrated
solution. He assumed the formation of a species [B(OH)3OOH] . In some other measurements
Liebhafsky[22] carried out experiments to measure the steady state concnetration of I2 in H2O2

/ I solutions with a knowledge of k21 he was able to estimate k} and found the same for acetate
as phosphate which is perhaps surprising given the difference with citrate.

The work here has implications for the modelling of iodine behaviour in containment especially
at intermediate pH when the inverse square dependence of reaction rate on [H ] is not
followed also when the iodide concentration is low or there is no phosphate or borate. The
reaction is one of the reasons for the inability of the models to simulate radiation chemistry of I
at neutral and alkaline pH, but not the only one, effects of impurity and the volatility of atomic
I may also be important.

Another factor of importance is the effect of temperature which has not been addressed here
and at present there is only one graph in the literature[23] showing the effect of temperature on
this reaction.

The following questions therefore remain.

1. What is the precise nature of the buffer in these reactions involving I2?
2. Is it possible to isolate precise mechanisms?
3. What is the temperature dependence of the reaction?
4. What is the implication for the mechanism for I" with O2 in acid solution?
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5. What is the mechanism of the reaction in acid solution?

8. CONCLUSION

The reaction between I2 and H2C>2 has been measured in citrate, barbital and phosphate
buffered solution at neutral to alkaline pH. Two reaction mechanisms have been described
which simulate the experimental data. One involves reaction of H2O2 with I2OH" and the
other reaction of HO2 with I2. Both schemes invoke the intermediate HOOI. The reaction
was shown to be catalysed by Barbital and Phosphate buffer and did not follow an inverse square
dependence on [H ] over the whole range of pH. These features need to be taken into account
when modelling iodine chemistry in containment in neutral and alkaline solution.
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Fig 2. Graph of f. Kobs*(H+) vs. 1/H+
0.05M Phosphate, 0.0005M I-, 0.001M H2O2
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Fig. 3 Experimental vs. calculated plots of [H2O2]/kobs[H ] vs. H for 5x10" mol dm" I",10" mol dm" I2 and
10" mol dm" H2O2 and thee different concentrations of Barbital buffer.
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Fig 4 . Graph of H2O2/ f *Kobs(H+) vs H+for 0.02M Phosphate, 0.0005M I-,
0.001 M H2O2 Comparison with model including HO2- reaction with HOI
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